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Editorial.
The London Medical Student has of late been keeping himself prominent in the public eye by his treatment of the Anti1, r ivisectionist monument, and this time perhaps his escapade
15 being sympathetically smiled upon.
We had long believed the Anti-vivisectionist Society to be
moribund, but it would appear that the Society is making a
desperate effort for a life whose object is to retard the progress of the whole scientific world. The ideas of this Society
are such as would have disgraced a Conservative of the Middle
Ages, and yet such a brotherhood exists with its narrownlinded prejudices in the beginning of the loth century.
, This Society, this band of myopes, appears neither to possess
t he power of looking forward nor of looking backward ; it
pan no more foresee the benefits to be derived from experiment
5 Y the generations to come, than it can appreciate that the
luxuries it enjoys at present are the result of the researches
of the world's masters of Animal Physiology.
Does the most ardent Anti-vivisectionist's child contract
diphtheria it immediately receives a dose of anti-toxin and is
saved, and this as the result of the very institution which this
monomaniac is trying to suppress. Does not the man himself
it "safe at home" in the knowledge that he cannot be attacked
by the scourge small-pox, which vivisection has almost wiped
°ff the face of the earth?
, These are examples which serve to show that the gains of
humanity are sufficient to contra-indicate the existence of such
a society, and yet we can easily defeat the Anti-vivisectionist
131-1 his own ground by considering the case "for the dog."
The researches of one man, Louis Pasteur, have been the
means of saving in 20 years more animals than vivisection has
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in a Labour centre, i.e., with howls of indignation, though one
meets isolated students who are apparently satisfied with th e
rangement to be an indignity, and the air is rent with cries
of If I had only known."
Personally, the Editor, worn to a shadow of his former
self, in the vain search for a few men to write a few lines for
the SPECULUM, warmly welcomes the idea in the hope that it
perhaps may be a means not only of bringing out the late ril
literary ability which some coeds. must possess, but also 0'
training their delicate imaginations to think and of producing
the power to write down the glib lie which springs unbidden to
their only human brains.
Already has the Judgment Book become a source of amuse'
ment, and we look forward to the time when we can run our
Spicula column on the Ward-book alone.
Let the reader note the romance in the following entry in
a flowing hand, " Talked for 15 minutes to nurse, re case,
etc.'"
Read the world of pathos in the following line, written in
the semi-professional hand of a fifth year man :" Attended Dr. Nihill's clinic for two hours."
We have often wondered how much the chap, who made the
following confession, won :—
(I) 9.4o a.m. Dressed case.
(2) 12.10 p.m. Took history of case.
Perhaps we may be forgiven for being cynical and for persisting in our declaration that the scheme won't work.
At any rate, is it time spent in the ward that is to count, or
is it to be a matter of work done ? It would appear that the
advocates of the day ledger will show in December that the
labourer is not worthy of his hire.
Even thus early the new Clinical Schools are showing
themselves to be "no small beer."
St. Vincent's, probably on account of its propinquity to the
University, has received the greater share of patronage, but
the more distant Alfred has not been wholly neglected.
The exodus of third year men to St. Vincent's was so grea t

thaeliswovrfd,ancsequ rlyadozn
disappointed hospital tyros were forced to resign their place s'
It was not expected that many of the present fifth year
lwouldeavthMbrn,uealydozhvtk
, uptheirbdsanwlko"fehidsanpturw
anditmybe,rloudinthpasefdv-

change.Tmjorityf,hwevltoar-
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that are being made by the authorities in their new
to make them comfortable. Certainly the arrangeMerits for the personal comfort of students—in comparison
those at present existent at the Melbourne—bear out the
'rite old adage that "new brooms sweep clean."
Sc hools

The following are the office-bearers for the year I9I0 :—
Professor Allen. Vice-Presidents, Professors Osborne and Berry ; Mr. Hamilton Russell, Drs. Beattie Smith,
rray Morton, Jamieson, Maudsley, Rothwell-Adam. Hon.
L. M. Tymms. Asst. Hon. Sec., Mr. R. 0. Doug?e., Mr.
reas., Mr. P. A. Parer. Asst. Hon. Treas., Mr. D.
Hon. Treas.,
frowning. Committee : 5th year, Messrs. Lorimer, Henderson,
Malcolm. 4th year, Messrs. Giblin, Wilson. 3rd year, Messrs.
1 -an, Lind. 2nd year, Messrs. Birrell, Davis. 1st year, Mr.
1 . Leahy. Auditor, Mr. F. H. Langlands.
k-"_resident,

S

Still another instance of the farsightedness and wisdom of
the President of our Society is shown in the new Lending
,Library Scheme. By this the Library Committee undertakes
1.0 provide a number of copies of the various books put clown
in the Calendar as Reference Books, and to lend these to
The for the modest sum of half-a-crown per annum.
l'he Committee also proposes to appoint the custodian for
th ese books, so that the only duties which devolve upon the
Needless are to collect the money and to respect the books.
'Needless to relate, the M.S.S. Committee pounced upon the
sheme with the alacrity of a parish loafer on a pint pot. And
t he freshman need no longer wonder why the retiring Seecretary eulogised "The Prof." at the Annual Meeting.
Still another medical student has received the Rhodes Scholarship. This year it is Mr. Frank Apperley, who is carried
a way with a fashionable crowd on a P. & 0. steamer to the
c ountry where one only sees the sky on holidays.
The SPECULUM heartily congratulates "Ap." on his appointMent, and expresses its firm conviction that he will return
covered with glory and Oxford Blue.
Conjecture is rife as to the procedure to be followed in the
futur e choosing of residents at M.H.
The present rule reads
" The residents shall be not less than five, and they shall be chosen
from the students of the hospital."

tlu
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Clearly this rule was made to suit conditions obtaining
Aay,many
years before the introduction of new Clinical Schools, and 0n
the opinion of the great majority of medical students should
be amended so that the best men may be eligible. In the mean while the fifth year man busies himself with "if this rule is nog
THE

amended."
(I) Will men who are doing fifth year in other hospitals

be considered M.H. students in virtue of their entrance fee?
(2) Will the other hospitals retaliate with a similarly pro tective and equally absurd proposal to choose their residents
from their own students ?
At present the note of interrogation throws its darksonle
shadow over the whole matter.
The Annual Theatre Night of the 'Varsity Students will be
held on 3rd June.
The Anatomical and Anthropological Society, of which
A. Giblin is Secretary for 191o, announces that its first meet ing will be held on loth June.
The event of the season, the first M.S.S. smoke night, wil l
an oldbehldonutJ,aisbecomplntry
and esteemed member of this Society. It goes without saying
that a "bumper house" is being prepared for in the mos t
sumptoaner
(sic.).
All meds. join with the SPECULUM in heartily congratulating
our friend Mr. McArthur on his complete return to health
after an attack of "itis" accompanied by a surgeon cum
scalpel.
In the same breath also—to mix the metaphor—do we eN tend the right hand of congratulation to Dr. G. Shelton who
is, according to his younger brother Turner, "in grand con. dition."
Before the Editor begins to develop his periodical attack
of writer's cramp over the next issue of the SPE:CULUM, there
will be gone from our shores the Dean of the Faculty of Medi cine and our popular Lecturer in Surgery.
Needless to remark, we wish them bon voyage and a safe
return, combined with all the success which their merits are
sure to bring them.

*

*

A word of praise to Charlie Mackey and a whole sentence
of the same article to Sister Gray for their efforts at reduction
of Hospital Expenditure. Charlie has shown himself to be
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on gauze, for nowadays the forgetful student cannot
borrow
uerrow a yard of white gauze from F.C.R. as in the days of
Yore;; neither does the nurse wipe the . germs from the ward
with that expensive commodity as she was wont to do
In the pre-draw-in-your-horns days. The lady appears to have
been extra careful with the household goods, else someone
would have been howling for more eggs, etc.
Patent Medicines.
The modern patent medicine vendor would appear in the
eat majority of cases to have given up the idea of selling
Wares as a cure-all. Nowadays it is quite common to see
the naive confession that some notorious concoction "won't
cure cancer or consumption"—a pharmaceutical parallel to the
so ap that "won't wash clothes."
However, it is of "paramount importance" to medicals, both
Practising and stewing, that they should know something of
the preparations which even in these enlightened days make
le cough curer a count or the pill preparer a peer.
With this end in view, the B.M.A. have recently issued at
a Sinail cost a booklet containing a description of most of the
Patent preps. on the market, and their cost to the purveyor
and to purchaser. The present article quotes this book very
largely, but not exclusively.
Osier in his delightful essay "Aequanimitas" advises you
IT exhibit this virtue even when you find that your best patient
eps a bottle of Warner's Safe Cure stowed away in his
` °'Dtl-1. This guardian remedy is made up as follows :—
Pot: Nit : gr. v.
01: Gaulther : one-third of a drop.
Spirit : Rect : dr. v.
Lig: Ext : Tarax : dr. x.
Glycerin : dr. iv.
Aq: ad. oz. viii.
and costs the producer 5T/4.d.
The "best patient" pays 2/9, so that it is only fair to pro.P.e'se that Osler's advice should rather be directed to the pai-lent who finds this out.
Ayer's Sarsaparilla contains as its active ingredients Po"Phyllin and Pot. Iod.
, Mother Siegel's Syrup is made up with HC1. Tinct : Capsici,
"d aloes with treacle and water.
Clarke's Blood Mixture makes use of Pot. Tod. combined
With Spirits of Chlo. and sal volatile.

t

se
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If a patient comes under your observation with a rash of
an indeterminate character, it is always well to inquire if he
has been taking patent medicines of this nature.
As showing in a by no means extreme case how the Pil l
purveyomakshil,ntBecm'Psofhguinea
a box fame. This guinea's worth is sacrificed at 072. W 11,Y
the Y2d. ? asks the man in the street. This extra charge
due to the fact that the British Government, interfering withIs
the sacred rights of capital, etc., charges WA. on each shit lingpacketof ds,nhebvoltpris
pass the tax on to the consumer. As shown below, th e
guinea's worth is produced for Ad.
Now, where the patent medicine really fails is in the fact
that it treats in every case a symptom. The "every-picture tells-a-story-ad." which stares at one in most nerve wracking
fashion from every magazine cover, will inform you that
that most excruciating pain in the back (which is generally
due to constipation) is cured by Doan's Backache Pills. These
must be rather good pills, as reference to Butler's Diagnostics
of Internal Medicine informs us that the selfsame pain in the
back may be due to any one or any combination of 35 cool'
plaints, varying from influenza to amenorrhoea. Perhaps, however, Butler is a perverter of the truth. Anyhow, to get back
to Mr., or was it Mrs. Doan's 35 diseases curer :—These pill s
areisudntwofm.

(a) Kidney Pills, which may be made up as follows :01: Juniper m. i.
Hemlock Pitch (used in skin plasters) gr. x.
Pot : Nit : (the active constituent) gr. v.
Pulv : Fenugreek (used in poultices in vet. practice)
gr. xvij.
Wheat flour gr. iv.
Maize starch gr. ij.
Ft. Pil. xx.
(b) Dinner Pills.
Oil of Peppermint m. 7.
Podophyllin gr. 3.8.
Aloin gr. 6.9.
Resin. Jalap. gr. .8.
Cayenne Pepper gr. .5.
Powdered Liquorice gr. 6.
Maize starch gr. .5.
Acacia Gum gr. 1.5.
Ext. Henbane gr. 1.5.
Ft. Pil. xx.

14aY, rgio.
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Note the aloin and podophyllin. The latter is a drug which

° Ile would naturally hesitate to recklessly prescribe, but of

aloin we have on the authority of Potter that "it may cause
abortion in the female, priapism in the males and not unfrequently it is said to have caused piles."
We have mentioned the classical Beecham's, which is made
as follows :Aloes
Ginger aa. gr . y2.
Soap gr.
Ft. Pil.
How often as we have gazed at the lilting allurements of
bile Beans for Biliousness have we wondered what was in
them. The ad. says that the Bean is a kind of back-to-nature
treatment, claiming as it does that Charles Porde, a distinguished scientist, had while in Australia noted that the aborigines were markedly free from bodily ailments, and had, by
much patient research, ascertained that this immunity from
the ills which beset the civilised man was obtained by the use
of a vegetable substance which was now presented to the
world dirt cheap in convenient form. When we read that
the Bean for Biliousness contains Cascara, Rhubarb, Liquorice,
0 11 of Peppermint, and a gelatin coating, can we wonder that
four judges in London should call the ad. a "deliberate fraud."
Another remedy much in vogue amongst that class who
won't see a doctor "at any price" or even "at no price," is the
Paternoster Pill. The Paternostrum is alleged to alleviate
the pains incident upon gout, rheumatism, etc., and contains
Colchicum and opium. We are not certain that the exhibition
of opium along with colchicum would exactly gain a man a
Pass in an examination, but it evidently gains one a living in
a world wherein the species "mug" is by no means uncommon,.
The artistic alliteration of Pink Pills for Pale People associated with a weak Bland's pill still draws the half-crowns of
a still pale people. 3o of the following are handed over the
chemist's glass case or the grocer's deal board for 2/9.
Ferri: Sulph : Exsicc : 75 gr.
Pot : Carb :.66 gr.
Magnesia .09 gr.
Powdered Liquorice 1.4 gr.
Sacch : Alb : .2 gr.
And now to get on the track of that never ceasing heartrending cough, which had carried the writer of the testimonial
to the edge of the grave, whence he was carried triumphantly
back by two bottles of someone's cough remedy.

16
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Chemists bask in the sunlight of a local reputation earned
by their Balsam of Horehound, which as a rule contains no
horehound, and which if it did would probably be just as useless. The man of the pestle and mortar flings in the flavor
by such subtle fluids as 01. Anisi or treacle. Liquorice is also
in great vogue to make it tasty. "The children love it," etc.,
etc., ad nauseam.
Act of Parliament in Australia has rendered "our" cough
cures much less obnoxious. For example, Woods' Peppermint
Cure of the "poetical" ( ?) advertisements, now contains no
chloroform or morphine, which it once did until checked by
the law. Hearne's Bronchitis Cure by analysis on Feb.
1904, contained chlo. and morph. No recent analysis is available to the writer, but in all probability these offending substances are absent from the cure, which has apparently lost
none of its popularity.
Then there is the " Yankee"-made Ayer's Cherry Pectoral.
This consists of—
Morphine gr. 3.
Vin : Antimon : et Pot : Tart : d r. 3.
Vin : Ipecach : dr. iij.
Tr : Sanquinarii dr. ii.
Syr : Pruni : Virg : oz. iij.
According to the ad. it contains no narcotic or poison of any
kind.
Mother Siegel's Cough Balsam, with its homely sounding
nom-de-biz, contains the potent Pot. Brom. Owbridge's Lung
Tonic, another British production, contains —
Vin : Ipecach : mxv.
Chloroform m.ij.
in each ounce. It certainly deserves its reputation for "picking up" the lungs.
" The Wisdom of Ages" and a picture of Father Time,
which we associate with Eno's Fruit Salts, help to boom the
sale of our old friend the Seidlitz powder.
Obesity cures rile me. When I pick up my comic paper
and read a dozen lines of conversation between a stout lady
and a lean ditto, I naturally expect a semblance to a joke at
the end of it. But no ; the last line is always in capitals. If
" her plumpness" will only use antilipo or something, she will
in next to no time attain the scragginess of "her leanness," is
all that rewards my quest.
To get to close quarters with a few of these ; take Trilene
Tablets. Its composition is as follows :—

May, 1910.
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Fucus Vesiculosus (in pulp) 3 per cent.
Starch 7 per cent.
Sugar 87 per cent.
Water 3 per cent.
Yellow dye, a trace.
Antipon contains—
Citric Acid 39.3 grs.
Alcohol .4 per cent.
Practically whisky and soda with a dash of lemon.
Figuroids :—These are sold in large and small tablets. The
Principal constituents in the large are—
Soda Bicarb : 62 per cent.
Tartaric Acid 22 per cent.
Salt 6.5 per cent.
Phenolphthalein 2 per cent.
The small tabs contained the same constituents in different
Proportions.
Marmola is advertised in a most ingenious fashion. The
Corpulent person finds a prescription at the bottom of a column
of his morning paper which purports to be written by a grateful sufferer who has been cured by a wonderful remedy.
The "Scrip" reads :Fluid extract of Glycyrhiza (B.P.), one ounce.
Pure glycerine (B.P.), one ounce.
Marmola, one half-ounce.
Peppermint water, to make six ounces.
The fat laden sufferer evidently thinks that Marmola is a
prep.—knowing it by the company it keeps as it were—
and pays the chemist the 4/6 which is demanded. This is
What he gets from the " Marmola" share of it.
Thyroid gland 1.4 gr.
Phenolphthalein .4 gr.
Salt .7 gr.
Powdered Fucus Vesiculosus 5 grs.
Extractives 2.5 grs.
In one dose.
Oil of Peppermint, trace.
Hair Restorers, with which may be considered those substances subtly advertised "to make the moustache grow," as
a rule are innocuous, and also as a rule useless. If the new
Australian shilling is to be believed and the ad. as well, these
are not used by "all the crowned heads."
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Many of these restorers contain lead, which may b e absorbed and give all the symptoms of lead poisoning. The
compositions of the most popular are here given :—
Tatcho.—Kerosene, oil of lemon.
Harlene.—Glycerine, alcohol, ammonia, oil of cassia.
Koko.—Borax, glycerine, rosewater.
Allen's
Hair Restorer.—Sulphur, lead acetate, glycerine
water.
Ayer's Hair Vigor, and Mexican Hair Restorer, both contain the noxious acetate of lead.
Capsuloids, it may be noted, contain "hxmoglobin."
A word to my lady friends who might be advised to try the
use of "a perfectly harmless application" for the removal of
that
unwelcome "mo" which "comes between" them and their
friends.
Deep and painful ulceration may follow their incautious
use, and if the skin be broken, arsenic poisoning is not an
unlikely sequel, for the most popular of these contain arsenic
trisulphide—(orpiment).
The transition from depilatories to Valaze is quite natural,
and it must be remembered that this tasty little preparation
contains mercury.
Zambuk, which screams aloud to be rubbed in contains
eucalyptus oil and vaseline. The former I should think would
be about the last thing any one would rub into a sore or cut.
Cuticura ointment is a mixture of soft and hard paraffins
perfumed with rose and with no active ingredient.
Antexema contains a little boracic acid combined with soft
paraffin.

TABLE OF COSTS.
Medicine

Doan's i Kidney
i Dinner
Beecham's
Pink Pills
Antipon
Trilene
Figuroids
Marmola
Warner's Safe Cure
Mother Seigel's Syrup
Clark's Blood Mixture
Zam Buk
Cuticura Ointment
Antexema

Amount

40 pills
50 „
56 „
30 „

Retail Estimated

2/9
1/14
I/IA
2/9
ai oz. 2/6
66 tabs. 2/6
24 „
2/9
A oz.
2/6
8„
2/9
3„
2/6
8A „
2/9
1/„
2/6
IA..
I/IA

Price

Cost

Ad.
Id.
Ad.
Ad.
!Ad.
T d.
I id.
4d.
Add.
Ad.
10.0)
Id.
Ad.
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A Wanderer's Song.
Drink long and free to the savour of sea,
To the sway of the wind in the pines,
And the scent of the grass as we careless pass
Between tall hedges' lines !
Sing loud and gay to the king's highway,
For a wanderer's life, sing hey !
Then sing for the morning and sing for the noon,
But what for the evening that comes down soon?
And what for the dying day?
New eyes look up with each stirrup-cup,

So a sip and a kiss and good-bye !
No time to dread what may lie ahead—
And behind—or a laugh or a sigh.
For the wanderer goes where the old wind goes,
And whither it leads—who knows?
To horse and away at the break of day
And on till the fall of night,
When all desire is a tavern fire
And a seat by its cheery light !
Drink deep and free to the things that be!
For the wanderer—what cares he ? ,
There is nought to care and nought to spare ;

And the tale of the past is told.
Do we win or lose? There is little to choose,
For we have, but we may not hold ;
And all we reap is a quiet sleep—
Here's a toast to it all—Drink deep !
Then sing for the morning and sing for the noon,
And still for the evening that comes dozen soon;
For care is ill to keep!

Overheard in one of Springy's wards :
Student (taking history) : " What is your name?"
Patient : " Smith."
Student : "Age ?"
Patient : " Forty-two."
Student : " Business."
Patient : " Rotten."
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Our Ladies' Letter.
Medical School, May, 191o.
Dear Ida,—
I am really sorry for not having answered your last epistle ,

i

qh

which to write, nor had I any news—you having previously
expressed your strong disapproval of my medical "shop" talk.
Some of our girls are still talking of the lovely time they
had during the long vacation ; one of them is reported to have
had a perfectly idyllic time, but she is very quiet about it;
maybe she is intymidated, but of course one cannot believe
everything one hears.
The new residents at the M.H. are said to be a decided
success (it really beats me, Ida, how these nurses can be so
forward) ; and really one hears weird stories of how four of
them "put up" a fracture, and of how one 1-IKEly young
man trochared an abdomen (I'm sure you'll excuse this rather
shoppy reference). When a person walks into a ward and
hears the patients singing old college choruses, she naturally
wonders which of the new doctors is so musical, and her
wonder is not diminished when she is asked "which of them is
it that plays the violin so nicely."
I am rather disappointed at not seeing you up at the opening
of St. Vincent's Hospital as a clinical school. The Chan'
cellor, of whom we see so little in these dark days of dignity ,
wasinhbetform,dalyxcehisfwn
came to talk about the boxing matches in the Cyclorama—for
the moment I thought he was closing that place, not opening
another. Professor Allen, who is looking as young as ever,
also spoke very nicely about everything.
While on the subject of St. Vincent's, I must lament the
fact that it has taken from the Melbourne one of our hardest
working bees. I would that it had captured another who also
works hard, but is observed to Bit= harder.
By the way, Ida, have you heard of the new forms of amuse ment for baby meds.? Nothing more nor less than the BoY
Scouts. Last year, you remember, we had the Boy Spouts
who wrote letters to the, paper about the fall of Snowballs
and presided in the councils of the P.L.C.—not the Presby terian Ladies' College, I would have you understand—; but
this year it is worse. I really dream at nights of students
walking into lectures with a broomstick and a knapsack, and
carrying a volume of " The Complete Scout" instead of "Os ier," who with all his faults is a much saner man than Bad'ilit
Powell.

buthexaminrsofldethaIcunofime
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I suppose you read in your study of psychology about such
mental states as Automatism. One of the residents at a metropolitan hospital had a most exciting experience with an
epileptic policeman in this state last month. The policeman
after "canter"ing all round the hospital apparently vanished
1, 1 to thin air, and the resident has since been wondering what
he could have had for tea to make him see such things which
he Can't or won't explain.
To the journalist you know, Ida, nowadays nothing is sacred. His latest profanity is the desecration of the abodes of
the early members of our profession in Melbourne.
It is just disgraceful of Sangrado and Co. to write to the
Bulletin and rake up all those stories about the early doctors
who gave up the profession and took to drink ; leastways, that
I s of course to the hotelkeeping business.
And the manner in which they mention the names of our
great ones without so much as a Dr. to serve as a handle.
Well, as I said a few lines back, it is just disgraceful. Someene ought to be appointed censor over these weekly papers.
Did you vote for Vida Goldstein for the Senate ? I did.
I would have liked to vote for her a dozen times, but
the man at the booth said that I could only vote once before
lunch, and as I had lectures all the afternoon the result was
that the horrid Labour party got in, and that next morning
the Argus said that I had put them there.
Of course you did not go to the Commencement. I 'believe
that it was worse even than last year's ceremony. A friend
Whispered to me that several of the portly old gentlemen who
thronged the dais were hushed by the solemnity of the grand
Occasion into their customary afternoon nap. The laud Mayor
he had to be dug in the ribs like a recalcitrant horse before
ne could be roused.
At all events, if a few students had been employed by the
day, this could have been prevented, but as it is, the "glim" of
- Commencement Day seems to have been "doused" for ever.
I was so sorry, dear, to receive an apology from you for
non-attendance at our Annual Meeting. I am sure you would
have come had you reflected for one moment on the subject
and the lecturer. For myself, when I heard that Dr. MacKenzie was to deliver himself on "A Day in Old Heidelberg,"
I must confess that a delicious thrill ran through my epicritic
and hippocritic sensoria—for you know he makes such "delightfully" abstruse bon-mots—and only the esoterics can pick
them out. He quite fulfilled my wildest expectations, and I
could imagine he was once again a student in Old Heidelberg.
Professor Allen was an excellent heavy father, but his blushes
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were only partially concealed when the lecturer referred to
the Professorial pastimes and showed some of them. Several
Collins Street men were there.
Sir James, Dr. Officer, Dr..
Shields, Dr. Wilson, and others of that ilk were present, and
many of the "profesh" brought their wives and daughters. :
coughed so often and cut so much out.
The lecturer began with a rhetorically enthusiastic appre ciation of the most famous University city in all Germany.
Views of the castle (prepared very well indeed from rather
poor material by Mr. (ahem) Preston), of the Necker, the
city, bridges, terraces and students' quarters, took me back
again to that long ago Wednesday afternoon when I cut lee tures to see Nellie Stewart mash the prince at Her Majesty's.
By the way, it seemed rather horrid of the lecturer to sug gest that we should have a University Prison here—" Where
there are women students," he said—and still more horrid of
the men to cheer the proposal.
Then after a number of caricatures of students and profs.
were shown, an all too short—as the dailies put it—lecture
was brought to a close. Gertie then piped out a vote of thanks.
which Peggy sweetly seconded, and Margaret rose and
thanked everybody who happened to be handy. while the collective heart of the fourth year swelled with that pride which
1
anteceded the Fall.
Then coffee and very nice supper was served in the cori ridors, while some of the more venturesome spirits not afraid
of the cold. "etc."—as the ward book hath it—strolled round
the lake; and I—well, I just called my taxi and drove home wards, sighing for the days when Bricky and I idled on the
terraces of our own New Heidelberg. And being at present
in this retrospective (or is it introspective ?) mood, I will close
with best wishes from ever your
SUSIANNAIL
A gentleman thinking he possessed tubercular symptoms .
no opinion till he had inoculated a guinea pig. He then ex plained to the gentleman that whatever happened the guinea,
pig would be his own fate. The gentleman was asked to call
again in three weeks, which he did, only to find the guinea
pig healthy enough, but with the immediate prospect of a
large family.

wentoadcrbvhule.Tdoctrwgive

Probalythisecumnxplaiswhy"Brck
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The Wee Wan Smile.
"Mr. Syme was seen to smile."
—(Ancient History.)

Och, shure, Mr. Syme,
It's a terrible time(Begorra, begob !)
Since ye smiled, Mr. Syme.
It's a thunderin' timeYe're poor at the job.
An' faith, ye'd be better for wearin' a grin
As wide as the gap from yer nose to yer chin.

Ochone ! Do ye think
That ye're dignity'd sink(Bejabbers, bedad !)
By as much as a blink
If ye're optic would wink
Whin the bhoys behave bad ?
So a cheery "good marnin' " would niver do harm ;
An' we're shiirc that yer smile has a wonderful charm.
Epidemic Infantile Paralysis and its Occurrence in the Bendigo District.
By Robert Fowler.
Much of the recent outbreak of Infantile Paralysis in S.E.
Australia has been already placed on record. In this paper by
the courtesy of my father, Dr. Walter Fowler, Medical Sup
erintendent of the Bendigo Hospital, I am able to present to you a resume of the 23 hitherto unpublished cases which
came under our notice during the recent epidemic in the Bendigo district.
As clinical assistant to the institution I had a great majority
of these cases under my care and observation, subject to the
supervision and advice of my father, together with the kind
assistance of Drs. M. H. Box and T. E. Green.
Naturally enough, in a country hospital it is symptomatology and treatment that engage most attention. It is,
therefore, with symptomatology and treatment that this paper
is mostly concerned ; and, although other aspects of the disease are discussed it is mostly in these two sections that the
paper supplements what is generally known concerning Infantile Paralysis.
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The epidemic commenced late in November, 1908, and
lasted until the beginning of March, 1909, being especially
Prevalent during the months of December and January. It is
the first epidemic known in Bendigo.
Perhaps the most noticeable features of the outbreak were
(I) Its sudden appearance in the district, and equally sudden
disappearance ; (2) The extremely widespread distribution
and isolation of the cases ; (3) The occurrence of evanescent
cases ; (4) The remarkably good results following the treatment adopted. Each of these points will be again referred
to under the respective sections.
PATHOLOGY.
The
Nature
of
the
Disease.—The morbid change found
I.
in Ant. Poliomyelitis is an acute inflammation of localised
areas of the anterior cornua of the spinal cord. The inflammation probably affects the vessels, giving rise to thrombosis
and causing secondary degeneration of the actual nerve cells.
In a great majority of our cases the clinical picture was that
of Ant. Poliomyelitis acuta. Both in Bendigo and in Melbourne, however, cases occurred which were complicated by
symptoms of cerebral involvement. The morbid changes are
Probably similar to those occurring in Poliomyelitis, so that
the condition is called Polio-encepalitis. Besides these two
conditions, I have included under the name Epidemic Infantile
Paralysis two evanescent cases in which the palsy was probably dependent upon a polyneuritis.
The simultaneous occurrence of Polio-myelitis, Polio-encephalitis, and Polyneuritis first in Melbourne and then in
Bendigo, characterised as they are by the same age, incidence
and such a similar onset, make it extremely probable that they
are but different manifestations of the same disease. That
the disease is an infective one has long been suspected. The
occurrence of the disease in epidemics together with recent
bacteriological research is strongly in favour of such a view.
Besides the focal degenerations upon circumscribed inflammatory changes in the central nervous system, there is a
toxaemia of variable intensity which causes well marked febricular symptoms and probably in most cases a polyneuritis
as well. Apparently certain evanescent cases ,may occur in
which the febricular symptoms and the polyneuritis are the
only manifestations present.

May,
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The 2Etiology of the Disease.—(a) The Exciting Cause.

As regards the exciting cause in this presumably infective
disease, nothing definite is yet known. In none of the Bendigo
cases was a lumbar puncture performed. Working in con-
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junction with the Bacteriological Department, University o f
- Melbourn,D.HStphesioladfrmcb
spinal fluid in 7 cases out of the 26 examined, a poorly stain ing diplococcus similar to that isolated by Gierswold in Nor
wegian epidemics in 1905. Inoculation of the cerebro-spina l
sacofrbitndgue-ps,howvraneult,d
Dr. Stephens sums up : " We are unable to demonstrate any
organism as the causal agent in this epidemic ; but there are,
sufficient grounds for supposing that the organism isolated
—if not the cause—is at least in some way very closely asso ciated with this disease, for it has not been demonstrated in
any of the cultures made from cerebro-spinal fluids of other
diseases examined at the bacteriological laboratory in recent
years."

[
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Nor is anything definite known concerning the route of
infection. Judging from the distribution of our cases infec tion would seem to be by air-borne virus as in Influenza. Dr'
Stephens thinks that the disease is mildly contagious. Maybe,
it is. That there are means of infection other than b y contact is shown by our experience in Bendigo. Quite half the
cases came from isolated farms and country hamlets situate
from 5 to 3o miles of Bendigo, and in many cases self-sup porting and in practically no communication with the city.
More than one case occurring in one family does not prove
contagion, although suggestive. In our series of hospital
cases there was one instance of this, and I am aware of two
cases occurring in one other Bendigo family.
Another of our cases suggestive of contagion was a child
aged 12 months, who 7 weeks before the onset of her paral ysis was in hospital for Summer Diarrhoea and in a ward with
a case of polio-myelitis on either side of her. If such was
a genuine case of contagion it would apparently place the
incubation period somewhere about 7 weeks.
(b) Predisposing Causes. As regards predisposing causes
age and season seem to be all important. The disease is essentially one of childhood, although a rare adult form is described. The average age in B.H. cases was about 33 years.
Only four out of the 23 were more than this, the eldest being
16. The summer prevalence of the disease seems well estab lished, but, whereas Dr. Stephens describes an extremely dry
season preceding the Melbourne epidemic, such was not the
case in Bendigo.
In the Melbourne and other epidemics there has been a pre
ponderance of males affected. In our series 12 were males,females.
—
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All our cases were apparently in perfect health at the time
of onset. Previous infective disease has been advanced by
several authors as an aetiological factor. In only four cases
could we get any history of such-2 had Measles, i Summer
Diarrhoea, and i Whooping Cough.
MORBID ANATOMY.
Unfortunately our experience throws no new light on this
subject. One case died 23 days after the onset. The cord
Was removed for examination, and Dr. Bull communicated
With. Soon afterwards, however, our valuable specimen inadvertently came to an Untimely end at the•hands of a more
tidy than scientific hospital authority.
The presence of atrophy and sclerosis in the ant. cornua of
the cord in old-standing cases of polio-myelitis, together with
degeneration and atrophy of the muscles and bones of the
affected limb, is well established, but the early changes are
even yet a matter of dispute ; and it is a matter for regret
that our opportunities of examining a cord during the stage
of acute inflammation should have been lost
SYMPTOMATOLOGY.
I have already indicated that the nature of the disease is a
tox2emia accompanied by focal degenerations in the central
nervous system. Consequently the symptoms may be grouped
under two heads, viz., ( ) those clue to toxaemia, (2) those
due to focal necroses.
The first manifestation of the disToxaemic Symptoms.
ease is the acute onset of constitutional disturbances. Slight
Pyrexia was present in all the Bendigo cases. Of the other
febricular symptoms we had numberless combinations. They
Were, in order of frequency, constipation, restlessness and
fretfulness, nausea or vomiting, difficulty in micturition or
even retention, anorexia, headache and delirium. Convulsions occurred in 2, unconsciousness in I. An unusual symptom was the occurrence in one case of albuminuria and haematuria lasting several days, eventually clearing up with the
administration of Calcium Lactate. In the great majority of •
our cases besides vague general pains there was especial pain
and tenderness in the affected muscles. In such young children this pain does not permit of analysis, but the frequent
occurrence in the disease of transient .palsies, which clear up
with the disappearance of the febrile stage, make it extremelytempting to assume a toxaemic neuritis as the basis of both the
pain and the temporary muscular disability.

1
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Symptoms Secondary to Focal Necroses.—Under this
head will be described the various so-called residual paralyses.
In none of our cases was the paralysis the first indication of
the disease. Comparatively rare cases are described, but a
febricular prodromal period is the more general rule. In
Bendigo this averaged 2 days (maximum, 5 days).
Although not "progressive" in the neurological sense, the
paralyses take some time to attain their maximum. With us
this averaged 36 hours (maximum, 4 clays).
Every case exhibited paralysis of the extremities in some
degree. The lower motor neurone type greatly predominated
but in three cases there was spasticity of the affected muscles
The extent and distribution of these paralyses is shown in the
following table :Affection of i lower limb only ..
• • • . 9 cases.
Affection of 2 lower limbs only ..
9 cases.
Affection of 2 lower limbs and upper limb ..
3 cases.
Affection of all extremities and more or less of trunk 2 cases.
The individual muscle groups were affected in the follow ing order:
Dorsi-flexors of ankle and toes (Tibialis Anticus group
Quadriceps Extensor of Knee ..
12
Flexors of Hip (Ilio-Psoas)
.
Int. Rotators of Hip ..
Extensors of Hip (Glutei) ..
Adductors of Hip
Abductors of Shoulder (Deltoid) ..
5
Flexors of Elbows (Biceps group) ..
5
Plantar flexors of ankle and toes ..
5
Flexors of Knee (Hamstrings, etc.) ..
4
Abductors of Hip ..
.
3
This table agrees with most others published in assigning
the premier position as regards frequency to the Tibialis An ticus group and then to the Quadriceps Extensor of the Knee.
Twitching of the affected muscles was present at the onset
in 5 of the series. Vaso-motor disturbance was more or less
marked in all.
Besides the affection of the extremities 5 cases developed
paralysis of the external rectus of one eye. Involvement of
the diaphragm and intercostals was probably the cause of
death in the fatal case. Dr. T. E. Green, of Bendigo, had a
similar case in his private practice.
As regards the sphincters there was no instance of per manent damage, but it was noticed that the younger children
were particularly incontinent for a considerable time, and it
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was inferred that this atonic condition was a manifestation
of the disease.
The following case, the onset of which was observed in
hospital, affords a good clinical picture of the disease and is
fairly typical of the symptomatology of the series.
Case i.—M.B., Female, xt 9 years. Admitted 30/12/'09.
Quite well until 4 days before admission. She then woke up
complaining of frontal headache and pains in knees, abdomen
and back. Feverish and restless. Appetite good. No vomiting. Next day fever continued. Pains seemed worse. Complained of stiffness in both legs. Next day went to bed. Was
restless and slept badly.
On admission, T.IO2, P.I04, R.24. Face flushed. Tongue
coated with clean edges. Could walk well. No pains, tenderness or swelling of legs.
3I/12/'09, complaining of pain shooting down R. lower
limb. On examination R. hip extended and rotated outwards.
R. knee extended. R. foot drop present. Any movement of
limb was extremely painful. L. lower limb tender, but could
be moved in all directions. 12 hours later, L. lower limb extremely tender, with flexion and outward rotation of hip,
flexion of knee and left foot-drop. Absence of both kneejerks. No plantar reflex. Retention of urine. Catheterization. Bowels not open.
1/1/09. Complaining of pains over whole body. Lying
with head thrown back. Constipation. Retention.
3/1/09. Rigidity of neck, but good movement. Complaining of pains in Rt. arm. Movements only fair. B.J.'s present.
More so on Rt. No retention. Bowels constipated.
4/I/'09. Flexors and Paralysis of Flexors Adductors and
Abductors of hip on both sides.
5/1/09. Measured for Double Thomas.
8/iro9. Fitted with same.
II/1/09. Still complains of pain behind knees, otherwise
Pain somewhat less.
17/I/'09. Good movement in arms and neck. Right lower
limb absolutely flaccid, no power of movement whatever. Left
low er limb—slight dorsi flexion and plantar flexion of toes
and ankles. Otherwise no movement whatever. Absence of
all reflexes in lower limbs.
25/0219. No change except of int. rotation of L. hip.
14/11/09. No change except for increased power of dorsiflexion and plantar flexion of L. ankle and toes.
Soon afterwards the child came to Melbourne, and treatment has been continued at the Children's, with, I believe,
slow but marked improvement.

It
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I shall now detail the notes of an evanescent case, the whole
course of which was observed in hospital. It illustrates the
combination of transient paresis and neuritic pains without
the occurrence of any residual paralysis.
Case 2.—F.T., Male, wt. 3/ years. Admitted 8/1/09. We ll
Year's Day he became a little feverish. This quite cleared UP ,
runninc, about he suddenly lost power in the L. knee. During
the night was feverish, with some tenderness of the L. knee.
In the morning the mother noticed twitchings in L. leg.
On admission, T.99.4, P. 116, R.36. Able to stand and
walk unsupported. All movements of lower limb good e xcept
some difficulty in extending the knee.
9/0)9. Fretful and restless during night. T.io3,
R.28. Rigidity and tenderness of both lower limbs with some
loss of power. K.J.'s both present. A.J. present only 011
12 hours later crying with pain leftpanr xsoml.
in lower limbs. Also in left upper limb and hack of neck.
io/Ifo9. Very little sleep during night. T.98.2, P.1 16,
R.36Stilcryngwhpambs.PUined
1/Ito9. Loss of power in left arm. Otherwise much the
same.
12/I/'09. T.98.4, P.84, R.24. Tremendous improvement.
Able to move left arm and walk unsupported. No pain in
neck or limbs. Slight tenderness on movement of lower limbs.
13/0)9. Improved.
14/1/09. Discharged. Cured.
29/5/09. Perfectly well. Perfect movement in all limbs.
No wasting.
TREATMENT.
It is to the consideration of this aspect of the subject that
one finds oneself forced to attach most importance. A new,
era in the treatment of Infantile Paralysis has begun, founded
on the work of Dr. Jones, of Liverpool. Dr. W. Mackenzie
and his colleagues of the Children's Hospital, Melbourne, have
pioneered the work in Australia with admirable results. Dr.
Mackenzie has published in the Intercolonial Medical Journal
full details of the principle of treatment, together with numerous original modifications of method.
In Bendigo we followed the rules laid down by him, and are
extremely happy to have had the opportunity of endorsing
their efficiency, and of supplementing his results with results
equally gratifying.

nourished.NpvlnWasquitewlonN
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Although in the other sections of the paper I have drawn
on notes of 23 cases, it is only 14 of theSe that were subjected
t o systematic treatment at our hands. These were not picked
cases, but are what remain of the series when one - deducts
the case that died, and those which for sundry reasons would
not stay in hospital or left prematurely.
Of the 14 cases treated, I I recovered ; in 2, although improving, the result is still imperfect ; whilst in I, the result is
absolutely bad. In this latter case treatment was not commenced until 2/ months after the onset, and even then was
unsatisfactory, as the mother insisted upon having the child
at home after 3 weeks in hospital. Of the imperfect cases,
ne was a girl 6Y, years old, with almost complete paralysis
in all four limbs. The legs improved well, and not long ago
she walked 2 /1 2 miles to see us, but the arms are only slowly
in1Proving. The other case was a girl of 9, with complete
Paralysis of both lower limbs. She is now being treated at
the Children's, and is showing very fair improvement.
Of the II cases which recovered, 3 did so after 7-10 days
in bed, and practically no other treatment. Of the . other 8,
after 2-3 months of treatment, there has been a perfect result
4, and practically perfect in the rest, there being some slight
impediment in walking, but no marked deformity.
So much for results.
The treatment may be considered under four heads.
(I) Treatment of the Constitutional Disturbance.
(2) Treatment of the Damaged Central Nervous System.
(3) Treatment of the Muscular Disability resulting from
the Damage to the Central Nervous System.
(4) Operative Treatment of Resulting Deformities.
) Treatment of the Constitutional Disturbance.—This
s imply requires rest in bed, attention to skin, bowels and
bladder, and the symptomatic treatment of incidentals such
as headache, general pains, anorexia, etc.
All our cases had Hst : Ammon : Acet : (M.H.P.) as a routine, and Hst : Pot : Brom : et Chloral (M.H.P.) if the pains
Were troublesome. In the evanescent cases constitutional
t
reatment is all that is required.
(2) Treatment of the Damaged Central Nervous System.—

quote Dr. F. G. Still, " It is conceivable that in the first few
of the disease good may -be done by measures directed
towards reducing the hyperxmia of the spinal cord, particularly by application of ice-bags over the affected portion or
11 37 vigorous counter-irritation, e.g., with mustard plasters."
Such measures are of theoretical utility only, and it is hard
to tell whether the paralysis is influenced by such applications.
0
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None of the Bendigo cases were so treated, but small doses
of strychnine were given after the fever had subsided, in th e
would behopetanurif ocnuales
raised thereby.
(3) Treatment of the Muscular Disability. Both in Poliomyelitis and Polio-encephalitis efficient treatment of the af fected muscles seems to be the crux of the whole matter.
It is not easy to see exactly why this should be so, but in th e
caseofpli-mythwngformsadki
hypothesis. Say for sake of argument that there are to°,
muscle fibres flexing a joint supplied by say roo ant. cornual
cells. If all the BD° cornual cells are killed, then will the 1 0°
muscle fibres be rendered for ever functionless. Apparently ,
howevr,altpcnuesralyifvdtoe
in Infant P., as they are situate at somewhat different levels
in the cord. Perhaps 5o are killed outright and 50 are more or
less damaged. Correspondingly, there will be 5o muscle fibres
functionless and 5o somewhat damaged, thereby reducing the
total efficiency of the flexors to something not more than halt
their original. The indication in treatment is to restore the
efficiency of the group to r by allowing the 5o somewhat
damaged fibres to recover and then inducing them to hyper trophy and do double work.
The essential in bringing about this result is to graduat Le
the work of the muscle fibres to the degree of efficiency with
which they are possessed. In other words, give them as much
as they can do and no more. As their efficiency increases, s°
do you increase the work they have to do.
To commence with, therefore, the muscle is placed in what
is called the zero position, i.e., in a position in which the origin
and insertion are as nearly as possible approximated, and the
work to be done is reduced to the minimum. This position is
maintained by the use of mechanical apparatus, the over-action
of antagonistic muscles being thereby counteracted.
From time to time the efficiency is tested. If it has increased—and apparently in most cases it will soon do so-then its work is somewhat increased by bending the splint so
that the weight of the limb and the antagonistic muscles are
brought more into play.
In most cases by perseverance in this line of treatment, as
well as by the use of massage and carefully prescribed exer cises as valuable adjuncts, recovery should be complete In
from 2-6 months.
The great thing in treatment, however, is that it should be
immediate. Dr. Mackenzie is very insistent on this point. W e
aPPar" canertilyofmhsbvatin cesof
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ently
result.equal severity the earlier the treatment the better the
The details of orthopaedic surgery which are involved in
testing for recovery and in the fitting and management of
mechanical apparatus cannot for want of space be discussed
here.
I exhibit examples of various iron splints used at the Child,rSn's Hospital during the recent epidemic. The Double
Thomas is indispensable in the treatment of cases with inv olvement of hip muscle's and is useful as a support in all
cases. The "crab" and "extended crab" for controlling the
.1cnee and ankle are considerably used. The formidable lookmg arm splint is for resting the muscle groups most commonly affected in the upper limb, namely, deltoid and biceps.
An additional hand rest may be required for paralysis of the
extensors of wrist and fingers. The measuring and fitting of
these iron splints is often a matter of great annoyance and
requires the presence of a skilled splint-maker. In Bendigo
we had our Thomas splints made of iron, but in our arm and
l eg splints, of which I show 2 examples, we substituted for
the iron the Cabot wire-frames. These with the aid of a vise
are very quickly and easily made by bending %inch steel wire
to the required pattern, having first made a few rough measurements of the patient's limbs. The wire is then padded and
a bandage wound round and round the frame, thereby comPleting the splint. In children under 6 years, we found them
a dmirable implements, and no doubt they would be excellent
m Private practice. They are :—( 1) Efficient in young childr en• (2) Easily and quickly made. (3) Light and comfortable to wear. (4) Easily bent so as to increase the angle of
flexion or extension ; and last, but not least, ( 5) Eminently
e conomic.
(4) Operative Treatment.—I shall do no more than simply
mention operative methods of treatment, as none were performed on the Bendigo cases. They are often necessary in
i ntractable cases for the reduction of deformities, or for fixing
a limb in the most advantageous positiOn for the patient. The
various procedures are Tenotomy ; 2. Arthrodesis 3.
Tendon Transplantation; 4. In some few instances Nerve
Transplantation. For the disease in its epidemic form, presenting, as it does, such excellent opportunities for early
diagnosis and early treatment, such procedures should very
seldo m be necessary.
In conclusion: I should like to express my indebtedness
to Drs. M. H. Box, of Bendigo, and Dr. M. L. Williams, of
this hospital, for assistance in collecting the notes of the cases,
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and to Dr. W. Mackenzie for many viva voce hints on treat ment.
The bibliography of the paper comprises the following
references:
Holt, L. E., Diseases of Infancy and Childhood. Green,
T. E. Aust. Intercoll. Med. Jour., April, '09, page 197, vol. 1 5'
Macken
zie, W., Aust. Intercoll. Med. Jour., Aug., 'o8, Pag e
1 3',250,vol.1StephnsHD,Ircol.MedJuv
page 573. Nov., '08. Still, H. F'., "Common Disorders an d
-DiseaofChld,"1908.JnesROrthopdicSu
gery" (private circulation only).

The Boarding House.
Most students live in boarding houses, and boarding hous es
If the landlady has a daughter, she invariably sings, an d

arelofntyp,hugedifrntals.

singbadlyofte.
The landlady herself,—otherwise the Griffin,—has had
various and awful diseases, and so have all her relations. She
remembers these diseases accurately from constant repetition ,
andlwystehboardutem.Thnw'
boarder being a medico in the making is vitally interested.
for a time, and will even prescribe if the disease be concurren t
withercal.
Meals are punctual and remarkable. Put a pin in the remains of the morning's steak and you'll hear a howl of agony
at dinner time from a boarder who after removing some stew'
from his mouth will produce the pin from his upper gum, b efore the wondering gaze of the gathering.
These are sad facts, but I new recognise the truth of lo ts
ofbardinghusey.Tlaidhf-etnpoa
as effectually as the melting pot disguises a bent sixpence-- ;
only the feeling of uncertainty is there.
Nobody breaks the calm of a hungry evening with an ill;
timed jest re the amount of hard work your beef must hay',
indulged in when alive. Such sallies are unpopular, thong'
deserved, and a casual remark of mine to the effect that WY_
neighbour's whistling would cool the vegetables met with 1!`
applause. For the rest of the evening I sat back or ate 11!
silenc.
A boarding house always overlooks innumerable back yar d!
and windows, and great is the variety of entertainment to 13'
derived therefrom.
Lots of students' back windows face mine, but all the wi ndows in my range of vision are not students !
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When a light appears in one window in particular, heads
stick out from all the other windows and gaze at it till it goes
Out. All I ever saw was the shadow of a lady brushing her
hair, and it didn't seem much of an entertainment, though
nobody knew what she'd do next, and I did certainly derive
a certain amount of entertainment from pondering over that.
However, the said lady is evidently a wag, for at this stage
down comes the blind, and down come all the windows around
also with a disgusted bang.
And then I return to my meaty mysteries of anatomy and
beefsteak pie, and soon forget even the odour of giblet soup
in the effort to digest the morning's lecture.
The Annual Meeting.
The annual meeting of the Medical Students' Society was
held on Friday, 8th April, in the Medicine Lecture Room.
Professor Allen, President of the Society, was in the chair
and kept over 200 members in fairly good order.
report of the Committee for 1909, which was read by
theThe
retiring Secretary, told a tale of increasing prosperity.
In a few places warning notes were uttered in a manner which
We have come to regard as typical of the outspoken Dr. Jones,
Particularly in the references to the future conduct of the
SPEcuLum, and the contest for the Stawell Prize.
The Balance Sheet was then presented by Dr. Wickens,
who suggested that each year something definite should be
Made to put the finances of the Society on a still sounder
basis than at present.
Mr. Parer then proposed over 4o new members of the
Society.
The next business was the election of office bearers, and
this was productive of more than usual excitement.
The prizes won during the year having been distributed,
general business was proceeded with.
The first item was an animated protest against the Melbourne Hospital students' diaries, and Dr. Wilson who was
Present was "jollied" into a semi-defence of the scheme, much
to the amusement of the meeting.
Another interlude was provided by Mr. Riley's suggestion
that the elections be conducted over the whole of one day, so
that members need not "take the trouble" to attend the annual
'fleeting.
Needless to say that on the question being put to the meeti ng it received an almost unanimous answer in the negative.

IXIO
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The President in his address dwelt on the establishment of
new clinical schools as an important factor in medical educa tion. Much amusement was caused by his reference to the
new Melbourne Hospital, which would appear to be "too high,
too high." In conclusion Professor Allen declared himself
as always ready to further the interests of Medical Students
as far as lay in his power.
A hearty vote of thanks to the chairman concluded the
meeting.

An Interview with Prof. Masson.
The Freshman, lolling with a big briar in his right hand (mostlY)
and the SPECULUM in his left, looked reproachfully at us.
" You know the SPECULUM seems to consider only the third and fif th
reyears,"hbgn.Ditcky,"Walsbou Jer

Jerry," appear in every number, but nothing about the men who loom
so large on our horizon."
And so our projected invasion of Dr. Maudsley's home was put off
sine die, and we decided to intrigue for an interview with one of our
first year profs.

Memories—savoury memories of "Masson's little bi.5"-guided us in the direction of the Chem. Lab., when, as Milton
puts it,
Straight my barbarous nose environs me,
With smells of awful gases. Shapes of dogs,
Enticed by him who sells to students frogs,
Flee at the Chem. Lab's. air-borne prodigy.
Cheered and comforted by the thoughts that no visitor 1 .191,
ever yet been jarred either with "formulas" or with "spirits,
we fought our way onward through the murky atmosphere. i
A youthful individual with a mop of heroine-coloured ha r
"eber green" appearance of countenance endeav - andof
oured to intercept with the usual claptrap—the Professor wa s
intobusy.Itwaimpolenruthsivgao
the infringement or otherwise of the speed limit by the wa ll;
dering Hydrogen ion. As he quailed before our Editoria;
frown, he muttered something about having us "see'd home_
Far more diffidently we tapped at the Professorial sanctu m
sanctorum.
" Come in"—prompt and decisive, yet withal kindly, and
we entered. The Professor was seated on a ventilated labor.
atory stool, a beaker of caffeine with tannic acid solution on
the bench in front of him and a book of poems in his hand.
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With categorical eye he glanced at us, seeming to formul ate as it were our inmost secrets. We explained our mission.
uite so ! Quite so," he replied. " I thought you were a
c andidate in search of last year's exam. papers. I never see
th enl, you know."
Which?" we enquired.
Both, - he replied, looking very solemn. " I was studying
Burns when you came in. I always find his study soothing."
It was clearly our duty to say something, so we asked, "Does
th e author favor the use of Picric Acid in the early stages, or
Is he an adherent of the Carron Oil school?"
He eyed us with a look composed of 88 per cent. of pity
and 12 per cent, of scorn.
I referred to Burns the poet," was all he vouchsafed us.
Comment was impossible ; and indeed it seemed superfluous,
a s we looked round at the well filled shelves.
You read a good deal ?" we ventured to suggest.
By no means ; paper is an excellent non-conductor of
"eat, and I save some thousands of calories of my body heat
Per day. Likewise by having caustic soda on the leaves, I can
h ave the carbon-dioxide absorbed, thus removing any necessity
the exertion of opening or closing windows. But to get
back
'-'ack to reading. I must say I keep my Periodical table well
and he waved his hand towards the bare end of the
tck) nl, where a grotesque looking card, looking like an overs
grown
and drunken draught board, greeted our gaze. We
` 11
1Thosed the table must have been removed for repair, but
2c.A wishing to draw our host's attention to this deficiency in
"Is furnishing arrangements, we asked,
" Will you tell us some of the more important events in
31)'' I'llr all tin 1-rief life?" He looked anxiously at us, and then
ean :
,," I am my mother's boy, as perhaps you may have noticed
my name implies, and being a Masson, I was born in Scotland,
t'Zlere I resided during my infantile years. I have always had
leanings. At the tender age of nine, I showed a
harked predilection for this branch of science, going through
ge whole gamut of games with seidlitz powders and gun,P,13 der. A few little tricks with father's gruel caused me
:. 'so to receive my 'gruel.' As I remarked, nine was a tender
wR. e. I just give you these as an action of mass on
mind. It
as to a fireworks experiment in whic
h I tried to solve the
ed question of transmission of flame that I owe my bushy
sh ,e brows. The oxygen from my eyebrows united with the
1,17" 1 1Thur t form but I forget! It is many years since you
°1-1.1 d have understood that."

e
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" Would it be possible to divulge some of the events in your
Edinburgh career ?"
" Yes ! but there is not much to tell, except that I instructe d
ajuniorclsthefpanig—otIwsevrfh
wine-bibbers or of the beer boozers."
" Perhaps your teaching experience of Melbourne studen ts
hasbenmorfuitlcde,"wsgt.
" Well, I must say they leave me somewhat as they find ille
deetheypasoufmknwith ledgofsmti
-311 simplerfocbnatis;myleoka"hepatdisBurnfcoelyNoo gang awa' ; noo gang awa',
An' dinna greet; ye hae yer tar
By-produc's; also an-a-line ;
Yer loin' well; yer fechtin' fine—
No lines can
Mon, isn't there a depth in Rabbie's Scotch?
fathom it, and ye can fish for the meanin'."
We smiled indulgently as his voice broke. The Scotch 14'3!,
too much for him, and he gently blotted a tear from his bolo;
blue e'e with carbon free filter paper and laid it aside in ti l
- atioh. recivofandjtrpumofheinvst
." No, I can't say that they give me much trouble; of6 colo ss
salts in the opening lectures are ahv air, therfncso
greeted with the hilarity or contempt which familiarity beger•
Later on a tendency to use Pittosphorum berries as missile s
requires to be gently but firmly corrected, and for this P t11-;
pose I usually employ C2H37096 (CN)77—a pyrolid' 11
nsdermativofhK.s;eH2Swildonsmca
i1/1;
but I notice that students soon get the H2S
There W, 31.,
munity my confreres would perhaps term it.
another little dodge which used to calm my students wonel 4
a moug iffuly.ComicperahsdtfouinPme
the Girls.' But now the influx of ladies is so great that h 3,4
theclasobifderthsuplyoain'
and the uproar ceases."
" Your explanation and elaboration of the Ionic Theory i5
very widely accepted."
He waved his hands in a deprecatory fashion, and mode be,
"side-stepped" the question. "I own that some peop le fir e,
lieve," he began, "that I have too many i(r)ons in the of
At one time—it was n'igh-on' the time at which the scioit
the family was first introduced to us—I must say that I
thought of ions. Ions for breakfast ; ions for dinner,
for tea, and between meals I kept my eve on the little
with no 'n,' for was he not I.O.M.?"
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At this point we noticed a stoppered phial, containing a fluid

a nd some green crystals. Picking up the bottle, we asked
W hat it might be. Our genial host smilingly invited us to

shake it thoroughly for five minutes or so, when a beautiful
..e,Ffect would be obtained. We shook and shook and shook, and
`nen asked for the effect. The Prof. then explained that this
Was a new method for the preparation of saturated solutions.
the effect being mostly on the arms of the guest. " So simple,
You know," and he beamed on us as he said ;t. " I first got
the idea from a friend of mine who had twins . What,
mu st you go ?"
We explained that Dr. Rothera's bland smile and still
blander simile awaited us in the Physiology lecture room.
As he turned to aid our exit, opening the door by means of
_1.!e chemical attraction of its basic handle for the acidity of
his laboratory towel, he said, " Sorry you must go. I was
Just going to explain about the silly-Kates to you. You know
t hey' are my latest friends. I always get the enterprising first
Year
men to sit in the front row when we are lecturing upon
the
se silly-Kates. Na. K and their other congeners." Then
Pickin g up his beloved Burns he quoted us out of the room.
"Gie me you breek, ma Silly Kate,
Mae ye no fear when ye come late,
Gang ye been noo, for day is dead,
The deil
At this point we fled.
Progress.
(From the Journals.)
of Fats in treatment of " Disorders of Stomach."
oore and Ferguson (Proceedings of R.S.M., 1909, iii., Med.
'M
.` 1-oore
e c. 25). Deals with the examination of 62 cases of manifest
'Gastric Disorder." These were given a plain test breakfast,
eceded 3o minutes before by a dram dose of Almond Oil.
A n. every case with free HCI of 5o or more, the average
titninution was 2o. In no cases was there the presence of
ti tle Pigments or trypsin found in the stomach contents after
t he "oil breakfast."
this compare Martinet (Presse Med. 1909, lviii., 515),
Whoho advocates olive oil in 100-150 groin doses, in a similar
W
mode to Moore's.
Moller (Berl.
Woch, 1909, xlvi., 2340) reports Too
c ases of Delirium
Tremens which he treated with Veronal.
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He had two deaths, one being from double-pneumonia ; other wise his results were good. His method is to administer
Veronal i gram, and if necessary repeat at the end of three
hours. Normally the patient sleeps 6-12 hours, wakes with
head clear and well. If tremor persists 0.5 grm. is given. In
no case did he notice Veronal-dermatitis.
Brown (Journal Amer. Med. Assoc., liii., 1525) confirms
Neusser's theory as to the presence of Boas-Oppler bacilli in
stools from gastric carcinoma ; a Gram-negative stool excludes cancer in stomach.
Weber (Deut. Archie. fr. Klin. Med., 1909, iii., 165) reports
7 cases of severe primary Anaemia treated by human blood
transfusion. 25 c.c. of blood was aspirated from the median basilic vein, stirred for ten minutes with sterilised glass rod
in sterilised beaker and filtered; the maxim close injected being
5 c.c. All cases received three injections in six weeks, and
every one improved. The percentage of Haemoglobin and
number of erythrocytes both increased. In one or two cases
there was slight consolidation patch in one lung, probably in dicating infarction. Weber attributes effects to stimulation
of blood-making cells in marrow ; he observed great increase
in number of nucleated cells.
Bratz and Schlockow (Deut. Med. Woch , 1909. xXVii• ,
1184) report on treatment of Epilepsy at State Institute at
Wuhlgarten, 5o cases "Sabromin" (calcium salt of dibrorn behennic acid), containing 29 per cent. Bromine. There were
no skin eruptions, and others from former Bromide treatmen t
disaperwhn"Sbomiasdter.
Lancet, 1/8/1o, also reports on successful treatment of Epil epsy with calcium salts.
The Function of the Parathyroids is dealt with in the
same number of the Lancet. It was found that there was a
diminution of Ca. Salts after removal of parathyroids.
Suggestion to treat Tetany, Paralysis Agitans and Eclan 1Psia with Parathyroid Extract.
Blood Examination in Appendicitis.—Coons and Bratton,
(N.Y. Med. Journ., 31/7/'09.) insist on the value of a 1310 06
examinto,lygsrhepotinflymrh;
clears, taken into consideration with the total count. Series 01
184case.
P.N.M.'s below 75 per cent.—If there is leucocytosis prob
ably old infection and well walled off, in which there may be e
ancutexrbio.
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• P.M.N.'s from 8o per cent. to 85 per cent.—Patient not in

nnmediate danger unless total number of leucocytes are inc reasing, advise immediate operation,'but if stationary rely on
Physical signs.
,P.M.N.'s between 75 per cent. and 8o per cent.—Indefinite.
`-'f 32 cases 15 were abscesses, i t acute suppurations.
P../1/T.N.'s from 85 per cent. to 90 per cent.—Look for severe
Infection. If there is good leucocytosis, advise immediate
operation.
P.M.N.'s above 90 per cent.—Violent infection and grave
Prognosis. If no increase of leucocytes and P.IVI.N.'s are high
little hope can be entertained.
Oral Administration of Sera.—King and McLintock (Jour'Jai Infectious Diseases, 18/2/09) have shown it to be possible
t°
immunise animals with anti-toxins of Diph. and Tetanus
a dministered Per °ram. Precautionary measures against digestion by gastric juice must be taken ; and for this means
Sod. Bicarb. is administered hr. before the antitoxin, which
1 s mixed with a few minims of a saturated solution of sail
In chloroform and a little ext. opii. No food is given for 4
hrs. post. The dried form of antitoxin, which keeps better
and is cheaper, may be used. It is advised as prophylactic not
to displace injection as a therapeutic measure.
Pearson (B.M.J., July so, '09). At East London Hospital
r Children serum is given orally to all except laryngeal diphs.
Jve in double the quantity of warm milk. Cases (2) of empyerrata associated with B. Coli. improved by oral administration of anticolic serum.
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The Millennium,

Mr. Fairbairn said that he had been told by a 5th year student that

S t. Vincent's Hospital was taking students for nothing. The Alfred
could easily offer students L5 to attend.
(4 ge—Report of Alfred Hospital Committee meeting, March 19, 191o.)
S tudents' Hospital Fees at General Hospital for three years amount
t° £45/3/-." (Fact.)

1 us chanting raise an Allah; or let Whitehouse be the cry ;
Vincent's give a tiger ; for the Alfred rend the sky.
OOr St.is now
a life of ease,
-,et

'AN ever more shall we pay fees,
fever

'1•04 fivers will be plenteous as the leaves upon the trees.
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We shall leave pubs. in the city, e'en forsake the playing fieldsi
Dread the sight of Henry Maudsley, flee the very name of
Shields.
St. Vincent's may be cheap,
But Fairbairn's scheme is deep,
So we'll go out to the Alfred, our harvest of gold to reap.
Though he vote with Joe Cook's fusion, cast his marble for
freetrade,
Make the marriage tie perversion, and import the parlour
maid ;
With him all meds. shall side,
Five quids he doth provide,
That daily in our motor cars to the Alfred we may ride.
So tear up Rose and Carless, and our Osler we may sell :
But burn all books like Eden which have made this Earth a
Hell.
We're paid for what we do,
We'll strive not to get through,
And we'll be young meds. for ever—if they'll only raise the
screw.
So rejoicing raise an Allah, and let Whitehouse be your cry,
For the Alfred give a tiger, for George Fairbairn rend the sky.
Henceforth lead a life of ease,
Never more shall ye pay fees,
And fivers will be plenteous as the leaves upon the trees.

Commentary Column.
No. I.
M.C., aet. 25. Admitted to hospital, 24/3/to at 7.3o p•'
Married.
Present Illness. Patient has been ill 4 clays. Six clays ay,"
she had a fall, followed by what was thought by an outside
doctor to be slight spinal concussion. A statement by the hits:
band was that she had a "fit with unconsciousness," and whils' ,
falling she injured her back. She has been losing "per vaginanl
for 4 days. Morning vomiting for 3 weeks. Has missed one
period. Cyanosed slightly for last 2 clays.
Obstet. Married 7 years ; t child six years ago.
Menstrual. Has been irregular lately.
Examination. Patient somewhat cyanosed, especially i. 11
10lipsandextrm.T95,P132RSomepain
lowerthaxndupbometakingdpbrh.
—

—

—

—
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A bdomen.—Normal.
s ,. 17agnal.

Some uterine prolapse, uterus large, soft, tender,
retrodeviated (confirmed rectally).
,.Cervir.—No laceration, conical, soft, external os closed.
-4'leclin g after vaginal examination.
irs 1;gs.—Slight
un
harshness and dulness, more marked poster"r'Y. No adventitual.
Heart. Not heard, partly on account of respiration.
P ulse.—Very weak..
9 .30 a.m. Consultation re treatment. It was decided not
P operate, but to keep the case under observation. T. 98,8,
1 ; 1 32, R. 32. General conditi( n fair. Tongue dry, brown.
Much thirst.
The condition remained much the same during the morning.
he respiration rate gradually increased to 5o, the pulse bePiling feeble and hard to count. Lung signs became more
.. e hnite. Was given oxygen, but it seemed to add to the
'Yanosis, and gave no relief.
1,1.3o p.m. Patient had a sudden collapse with dyspncea.
t tl !se im
perceptible ; respirations gasping. Auscultation--anLerl °rly, negative ; some dulness on percussion of chest. Rt.
heart dulness apparently increased. Marked cyanosis. Strych.
,,%r. I - twentieth, digitalin, one-hundredth, hypodermically, foot
bed raised, Venesection incision (for transfusion), but no
9 °1:1 would flow, and respiration ceased gradually apparently
so on followed by the heart.
The muscles became rigid (rigor mortis) a few minutes
be
ore death. Patient passed no urine in ward. Catheterised
il flore
ab the morning, 2 ounces obtained. Blood lost per vagina—
It 911 1 5 ounces. The patient was fairly restless at times, but
an asthenic ; and was able to converse intelligently till half
:I hour before death. The radial and other arteries were
Irco ntracted, and on venesection, the veins at the elbow were
e rY small.
1 Nervous smptoms. Patient complained of formication
,Ns, feeling as if flannel were rubbing against them. Hyper,78 thesia in lower extremities. Her gait was also stated to be
Peculiar.
C omment on above, with reference to diagnosis and treat
—

—

—

—

—

No. 2.
27. Admitted 23/2/To.
6 Present Illness. Complains of lower abdominal pain for
Painveeks past, gradually getting worse, with sharp attacks of
several times a day.
—
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Menstrual.—Has been losing daily for six weeks, the a mount
lost daily has been getting less. Three months ago had a,
miscarriage at 3 months ( ? from a fall), and was curette °
the same day. Had lochia for a week, lying in to days.
then she was free from vaginal discharge for a month,Sill
till
onset of present flow.
Previous to the pregnancy, patient was regular, 4 clays, no
pain, no leucorrhcea.
Obstetric.—Married 5 years. 2-para (4 and 2 years ago)'
Two miscarriages, both after 2nd child (9 months and 3

monthsag).
constipated. Some pain on defxcation ,
Nopiles.Dyuraf4wk,pindgaforcuple
of minutes after micturation. No frequency.
Previous.—Had right kidney removed for abscess, afte r
2 months' illness,-3 years ago.
Exam.—Abdomen.—Tenderness over lower abdomen, es'
pecially in right quadrant. Percussion normal. Abdomen
moves freely with respiration.
Vaginal.—Tenderness, and round, somewhat indefinit e
swelingrhtfox.OsenumralNobd
examining finger.
Rectal.—The mass projects somewhat backwards into Doug'
las's pouch, and is tender, a central swelling being apparent lY,
connected to a rounded mass on the right, the whole being
thus somewhat irregular in shape.
Breasts.—Normal. No vomiting at any time. T. 98 to 99•
P. 55-75. R. 20. (between admission and op., 31/3/ 1 "
Urine S.G. 1035. Neutral, no alb., no sugar.
Bowels.—Always

A RARE TERMINATION OF' TYPHOID FEVER.
The patient was a young soldier who, 6 months and 18
-monthspreviuly,adbnoctewihWrg'sPoc
tive. As is usual in such cases, the enteric was running a vele
mildcourse.Twanfthirdekwason,
evening seized with an abdominal pain of such acute charact er
r.astocuehiml,andewithlfon
Post Mortem showed heart and lungs healthy.
The bowel (both colon and ileam) was the seat of numero us
healducrs,nofwihedaytncoprf,;
tion. The Spleen was enormously enlarged, and almost tric
whole of the interior was occupied by a huge hxmorrhag l
infarct.
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f This infarct was the only lesion •which could have caused a
alai termination, and this probably from the shock attendant

on

its formation.
It is of course extremely difficult to say whether the antiYPhoid inoculation had so increased the patient's resistance
1 :1 as to cause a sudden agglutination en masse of the Ty
v aeilli in the spleen or not.

How to Curette.
trhe man who writes his lectures in rhyme is not yet through.
'4 ere's his latest.

HOW TO CURETTE.
;`6t.Il sthetise the patient well ; place in a fit position ;
L'se what the nurse hands up to you" and thus start on
your
th mission.
Wiith soap and water wash the parts, yea cleanse
the parts
I_
with care ;
antiseptics chase the cute old "Gono" to his lair :
pw use your toothed Volsellum and now the curved sound
tit in pull out the large curette and gaze at what you've
1,1_
found.
Th us gently round the whole caboose ; but make no see-saw
motion;
hemorrhages should ensue, use sterile saline lotion,
dry which up with swabs of gauze the whole you then
Staab, pack and drain, then rise again and give thanks you're

a male.

—Q.E.S.
Jests and Indigests.

in A.11 institutions have jests, and "Shop" jests are remarkable
many ways.
The se jests are of three kinds, viz., the Prof.'s jest, the lec-

7

r 's jest, and the common or garden jest.
h, he Prof.'s jest is nearly always a new jest, in so far as he
s : never said it before. Some profs., however, do give a
cessful jest a second gallop, but in such cases it as no
o
tai :;° Prof. makes a really good joke, so a good attempt meets
111

really encouraging applaue.
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Close study leads me to the conclusion that profs. 1\dloany:t 'l9i11:e
jokes, as one chap I knew made rather a good joke to a prof.,
but he flopped just the same.
Be wise and laugh at a prof.'s joke, but never try to pas s
onefhim.Yustaverdofhlw
asked the prof. to examine a little black pellet—but enough. ,
The lecturer will always have the same old jokes, which
are known as "comets," as they come back older than ever.
A prof.'s jest is a bright flash—meteor. (I don't think.)
If a lecturer's joke misses fire he will do it again, and we
laugh sympathetically. The next time he does it we screarn•
Such jokes are generally as witty as a SPECULUM advertise ment, and are as a rule cribbed from the M.U.M.
The common or garden joke is good as a rule, though bad
as a habit.
This class is subdivided into the scientific or medical joke ,
'sandthesporigulajk.
The first class may include a prof.'s joke, but a lecturer
joke comes under neither heading. However, if we include
the third or bad class the lecturer's joke is number one.
Continuing—the scientific or medical jest is not a P.1.C•
jest ; it reeks of anatomy and physiology, and even of odorou s
chemistry,.andpoulvethfrpacodeimls'
The sporting jest is masculine and partly embraces th e
scientf—buag,oh.
The bad jest is to drink a man's beer and beg his pardon.

Sporting Notes.
CRICKET.
The Intercollegiate contest for 1910 was extremely inter'
esting.
The opening match on March 3oth was between Ormon d,_
and Queen's, and was productive of good cricket on hotta.
sides. Queen's won the toss and opened on a good wick e A
BoyntadHuchiswerqklydm,butKera'"
Matthews stayed for some time, the latter making 83 in splen I.difashon.Tegcldfr25.AamshW
wicketsfor2,andWive57.
Ormond replied with a score of 230, chiefly from the ba,t 5i
l eofBaird,DgnStlwe.Mahsifour65d
3V thebulkofwing.Krtof51,andD
Grenhamgoti fswhor4.
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.
Queen's second attempt was an almost one man performatice, Kerr carrying his bat throughout for x.04. Boynton
a nd Joe Dunstan made over 3o. The most remarkable incident
Was Sid. Campbell's bowling streak of four wickets without
a run being scored. The innings closed for 226.
An exciting finish was, however, spoiled by the rain, which
caused one end of the wicket to cut up tremendously.
With the exception of Jones and Stillwell the Ormond men
could do nothing with the trundling of McMeekin and Matthews, who each took five wickets for 33 and 58 respectively.
Queen's and Trinity was played in the following week.
Trinity never looked like losing, and eventually won handsomely by five wickets. A word of praise is even at this dista,nt date due to hewers for his batting, which was perhaps
the saving feature of an otherwise dull match.
TENNIS.
, The Fifth Annual Inter-State matches between the Sydney,
Melbourne and Adelaide Universities were this year held at
Sydney.
Sydney had the bye, so that Melbourne reps. had to play
Adelaide first.
In the singles matches, Melbourne won by 9 rubbers to
Adelaide's 3 rubbers. Rolland, McCutcheon, O'Hara-Wood
and Campbell each winning two rubbers apiece. In the doubles
,I\iVI,elbourne again won by 5 rubbers to 3, Rolland and O'HaraNood being the star combination for our side.
On the second day Melbourne met Sydney. lit the singles
the totals were equal in rubbers and sets, but Sydney led by
t Wo games, Rolland, O'Hara Wood and Campbell being the
Winners for our side. In the doubles the rubbers were again
equal, but Melbourne were 7 ahead on sets and io ahead on
games.
On the next day, Melbourne won the singles by four to two
rubbers, and the doubles by three to none.
This win entitles Melbourne to hold the Niall Cup for 1910.
FOOTBALL.
FOOTBALL MEETING.
, The Annual Meeting of the University Football Club was
held on Wednesday, 23rd March, in the Masonic Hall.
Professor Spencer referred to the success of all three clubs
during the last season, and prophesied better results for the
Present one. Referring to the loss of Captain Harry Cordner,
he expressed the opinion we all hold, i.e., that the aforesaid

ui
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Harry was the best man in the League—Argus plebiscite to the
contrary. The meeting, though enthusiastic, was slow, probably due to the efforts of the Choristers under Solomon Slow.
We are very glad to see Arney Seitz Secretary of the Club,
of which he was a very successful captain.
The new Treasurer is Dr. J. H. Anderson. and besides these
a large committee was elected.
We have greatly to regret also the loss of the services of
Chris. Fogarty, whose health again prevents him from doing
three or four men's work in the ruck.
Up to date the League team has played two matches.
St. Kilda were, in the language of the man on the fence,
masticated and expectorated by the boys in black and blue, and
the team confidently looked forward to "outing" Essendon
on the following Saturday. The only "outing" that was done
was the nearly "outing" of Tiny and the subsequent "out" of
Prout.
Notwithstanding this defeat, we confidently look forward
to the team (which is under the guiding influence of Jerry
Brosnan) occupying a proud position on the list before the
end of the season. •
The "B" team has won two matches—nearly. On the first
0. day they went under by about 3 points, and on the second
sundry gentlemen from Collingwood were 7 points in the lead
when the bell rang for the customary change of toggery and
cheers for the captain.
aip

ATHLETICS.
The Annual Sports were held on i3th and 17th of May.
Again the same old trouble of too many sports outside the
fence was greatly in evidence.
The weather was not on the best behaviour, yet notwith standing this, some splendid performances were registered.
J. L. Davis was the bright star, winning the m a yards in
secs., the Hurdles and 440 yards on his head. He also
failed miserably to jump 23 foot 6 inches, but managed to
beat the Victorian record. On the second day he ran 30o yards
in time equal to the Victorian record. Considering the state
of the track, we would like to bet our footwear that he wdl
break this record at a subsequent attempt.
Backhouse as usual all out, won the half mile.
F. R. Kerr won the mile in 4.40, by about a yard from
Sproule, who further distinguished himself by his admirable
judgment in the two mile handicap.
The hero of Collegiate Day was undoubtedly Hack Jolley,
who won the TOO, 220, and 440 yards. The same runner had
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nn the half mile handicap, and had run prominently in other
handicaps on the first day.
Greenham won the hurdles in "dour" style, and also tied
With Dobson in the long jump.
Queen's eventually won the Inter-Collegiate contest handsftely by about a dozen points.
It may be news to members to know that there is a crosscountry club in full going order in connection with the
New members are requested to trot out and make themselves fit for the forthcoming five mile second teams' race on
I ith June.
ROWING.
Prior to the Annual Inter-Collegiate Race, last year's win-

ne rs, Queen's, raced against a picked non-Collegiate crew

bast

by Jim Black. Queen's won fairly easily, despite the
that Paddy Moran was out of the crew from no fault of

h own.

t jhe College contest was generally looked upon as a good
: g for Queen's, and so it proved, for they eventually passed
m
t he post, where Springy was descried making ineffectual atilipts to liberate a noise from an antiquated blunderbuss, a
Nth or so ahead of Trinity, who had finished with a bit of

r

a rattle.

The next event of interest is the Inter-'Varsity Race, for

W hich a crew is at present in training. The said crew are up
against a tough proposition in Sydney, for five Sydney University men were in the crew which won the Australian Eight°a red Championship for New South Wales.
Spicula,
a A chap who called in for the evening heard a friend •quote
a Chemical equation. He heard him say H2Oand recognised
Well known liquid.
" H2O," says he, " I know, that's water."
uite right," remarked the friend.
he water molecule is made up of two atoms of Hydrogen
and one of Oxygen. Do you see ?"
Yes."
Well, supposing it were made up of four parts of hydroand one of oxygeen?"
I suppose the stuff would be undrinkable."
a
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A well known doctor who possesses a brother remarkablY
like himself was returninc, home one evening per hansom ,
when suddenly the cab pulled up without any apparent reason;
Seeking the cause, the doctor looked out of the "window
and exclaimed, " Hullo, Tom, what brings you here?"
The cabby told me the joke, but has not yet removed the
mirror.

*

*

*

*

At the Children's Hospital an enthusiastic nursing stag
charts everything noticeable. One of the Nightingales detected a child with a squint, and the startled resident next clay
read that the kid was suffering from conjugal deviation.
Quite recently at M.H. a young man who had just recovered
from a severe attack of the Pakenham milk was saying goodbye to the nurse who had tended him. He is reported to have
remarked :
" Good-bye, Miss. I shan't ever forget you, for if ever
therwasflngyou'reth."

*

*

A MISAPPREHENSION
A happy pair in smart array,
By holy church united,
From near Jamestown in open shay
Set off, by love incited.
The day was dull as dull could be
So (dreaming of no fun),
Quoth John, " I hope, my dear, that we
May have a little sun."
To which his bride, with simple heart,
Replied ('twas Nature taught her),
" Well, I confess—for my own part—
I'd rather have a daughter."
*

*

*

The typographical error of running two sentences into one
paragraph may lead to much amusement. A French news",
paper supplies a good specimen, " Dr. X. has been appointe d
head physician to the Hopital de la Charite; orders have been
issued by the authorities for the immediate extension of th e
Practitioner.

CimetrdPans."—Th
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ALLEN & LHANBURYS
MANUFACTURERS OF

Surgical Instruments,
LONDON.

Instrument

Makers

TO

H.M. NAVY

H.M. ARMY

The Crown Agents for the
Colonies.
The Agent General for the Cape of
Good Hope.
The Honorable Council of India,
etc , etc.

STOCK HELD AT

AUSTRALASIAN HOUSE,
Bridge and Loftus Streets,
fr--0--->

SYDNEY.
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Advice. — If you see two comets these nights a stereoscop e

eye—when you're sober.
Four girls came out of the chem. lecture together, and some
sport at the back remarked quite irrelevantly, " She's the pret tiest girl in first year, anyhow," and they all blushed together'
Now they're not speaking.
On Dit.
That the Boy Scouts of the M.S.S. have not yet appeare d

inuform.

That it is as hard to hold water in a sieve as to withdraw it
with a bougie.
•
That Cant. has been hard pr(i)est by an epileptic John HO'
That an M.H. resicent H.A.S. a New tony stick.
That A. Wilson has started in the Herbalist business.
That Tommy scared his people by a bogus attack of Ty.
on the morning after the W.M.S.S. lecture.
That J. L. D. holds the record for breaking records.
That the Sec. is not Prou (d)t of his punched head.
On also Dits.
Ah ! now, don't you run after her,
You can't capture the rogue :
She's seen your scheming,
For she isn't dreaming,
So good-night, the second year bloque with the brogue.
Old Boys
OLD BOYS IN LONDON.
rd
Jan 3 h t.,
Pat O'Leary—Surgical Registrar at the DreadnOug
dominals galore !
" Baldy" Turnbull—clinical assistant to Mackenzie, of Flea rt

fame.
Charlie Thompson—doing specials.
Balcombe Quick—designs on F.R.C.S.—(He has it.—ED .).
-1 T.—both exams. in same month. No wR.AO'Brien,DP
at Lister with " Plugger."
Horsley and Mott—still in mourning for Sewell.

isofnue.Thcrtabplinysewhtakd

Every Medical Man
Should Have...

& Co.'s
Hypodermic
Cases.

The atove illustrates our 11)pociermic Case No. I.
CASE No. 3.—A glass barrel Syringe, in Aluminum Case,
with aseptic needles and 4 tubes of tablets, 10i-.
CASE No. 5.—Latest Mode', a I-metal Syringe in Alumin um Case, complete with screw-in needle and 1 tube of
aseptic needles, with 6 tubes of tablets, per case, 151—
We also stock ALL-GLASS SYRINGES.

-1L'A_1=LX-C7E, 3C) ANTIS Sa Co.,

125 York Street,
Sycirxe3r.

CASE No. I.—Glass barrel
Syringe, in Aluminum Case,
complete with needles and 6
tubes tablets, per case, I5/-.
CASE No. 2.—Same as No.
1, but fitted for aseptic
needles, 15/ - .
Aseptic Needles, in tubes
of 6, per tube, 21,

Pane, Davis & Co's
Hypodermic Tablets
Dissolve promptly and
thoroughly. Test one by the
watch. Drop the tablet into
Syringe half-filled with lukewarm water. Shake vigorously. In five seconns (or
less) it will have disso'ved
completely. There is no
Delay, no Uncertainty.

ESTABLISHED OYER 30 YEARS.

L. BRUCK,
15 CASTLEREAGH STREET, SYDNEY.
Importer of Surgical Instruments and Appliances,
Batteries, Microscopes, Skeletons, Surgical Rubber
Goods and Glassware, &c.
And Manufacturer of Aseptic Hospital Furniture,
Operating Tables, Sterilizers, Splints, &c. - - -

'srery article quoted in Bruck's Quarterly Review
Price List may be obtained through
his Melbourne Agent,

NV . RAMSAY, 8o Swanston St., Melbourne.
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Weihen—done H.S. at Moorefields, Royal Westminste r,
J. C. Muir—not married yet ; in great request as best man'
Harold Bennett—thinks London better than Ballarat .
Forsyth—left London with a ship-load of anti-meningc r

nowatGldeSqur—Thos.
Shame!
couserm.HaditoleSuryHs.

111 11'.

" Bill" Rail—still locuming somewhere.
Darby—about town at present. ?-looking for Joan.
Salter—going to Portland to work with J. Sleeman.
Looney—going to England to stew. Tut ! Tut !
Leon—has his den permanently at Port Adelaide.
Vern. Bowman—left for Mt. Chalmers Hospital, Queensland, with a stomach tube.
Maplestone—gone to see if Queensland is hot enough for
him. Doesn't want a change of climate when he dies, appal'
ently.
Arthur South—at Claremont, Banana land.
Tulloh—"Old Bill" at Evansleigh, in the Kanaka region.
The Two Bells—not at Opera House.
A.F.—gone to Launceston.
J.B.—from Launceston to Geelong to Clunes.
C. J. Oliver—gone to watch 'em at Watchem.
Norm. Gerrard—at Daviehurst, Western Australia.
" Sammy" Ware—"making love" at Corowa.
Jockey Young—Yankalilla, S.A.
Suggestive name the
place has, Jockey."
Loughran—displaying his danger signal at Elsternwi ck•
Likewise Anaesthetist at St. Vincent's.
Feichenfeld—Ossy going to the land of fogs.
Clif. McShane—doing a locum in South Australia. " Ever
sigh for the big chair, Mac?"
Mark Gardner—locuming at Broadford.
Jim Opie—doing Duncan's locum, Strahan, Tight Littl e
Bill Ryan—gone to the West. Is it for your health, Bill?
Peter Lalor and "Joke Macobs"—locuming in N.S.W•
Harry "Feat"—back from England. Stone broke.
what !
Dick Unsullied—has gone to Ballarat.
Prat Coom—making a fortune at Birchip.
Dick Salts—magsulphing at Kilmore.
Perrins—"in Tahn," likewise C. J. Daniels.
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Felton, Grimwade

Co.,

IMPORTERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS and TIPPhII1NCES,
Microscopes, Galvanic Batteries, Chemical & Scientific Apparatus, &c,
STUDENTS' MICROSCOPES.
LEITZ MICROSCOPES, with Sliding Coarse Adjustment, Screw Fine
utment, Micrometer, Objedives Nos. 3 and 7, Eye-Pieces t and 3, Magnifying
In Mahogany Cases.
NACHET'S MICROSCOPES, with Sliding Coarse Adjustment, Screw Fine
odustment, Double Mirror, Side Condensing Lens, Eye-Pieces Nos. and 3 ,
rnuleaives Nos. 3 and 6, Glass Slip, Cover Glasses, Mounted Objet Forceps.
aillifying 80-55o. In Mahogany Cases.
t, Microscopic Glass Slips Sin. x tin., Extra Thin, Ground Edges and Rough
uges,
t Microscopic Cover Glasses, Nos. and 3, bin., sin. and kin. circles. No. x
1.f.in. and kin. No. 3 squate, kin. and gin.

Lll

OSTEOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS.
to i Skulls variously articulated at L- 1 7s. 6d.,
15s.,
2s. 6d. ; Glass Shades,

extra. Skulls, disarticulated, 2 los. Half Skulls, Colored in Sedtions,
b"„ 1 5s. each ; Glass Shades, to/- extra. Skulls, Mounted in Se6tions, for
pf-111 on stration, under Glass Shades, ig gs. each. Articulated Skeleton, cornT ete, £10. Half Skeletons, inb ox, los. each. Jaw Bones, showing Nerves,
eeth, &c., Mounted under Gla ss Shade , complete, L- 3 12s. 6d.

STUDENTS' SETS OF APPARATUS AND REAGENTS, 50/ SET.
-

* TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION. *

4ustral

anying
Pucbomlipsh
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E. P. Oldham, Fay McClure, Johnny Kennedy, "
cler" Shaw, Alfie J. Trinca and Carl Stevens, with MacLare'
—doing M.D. exams.
G. A. Paton—too ill to sit—for the exams, of course.
Bill Brown—at present in town attending to his sister, wh t,o
has been ill with typhoid. The SPEcuLum expresses its hear
felthopsr dyecvofBil'str.

SOLUTION TO COMMENTARY No. I.
Post Mortem examination:—
Well marked P.M. staining all over body, suggesting a s-

phyxia.

Lungs. Both uniformly very congested. No sign of CO
solidation, air being present everywhere.
—

Heart. Normal.
Liven Left lobe very anmmic. Stomach, very anoll ic,
Intestines.—Marked blanching. Kidneys congested. Splee"
normal. Brain normal.
Uterus. Retroflexed. About size of 3 months' pregnall cYs•e
—

—

—

Verycongstdaflb.Cervixotndsghlyfau
Onicsguterwafondlbct,ahen

was a placental site situated on posterior wall.
1e
Diagnosis. Almost certainly Acute Ergot poisoning.
nervous symptoms were due to the action of ergot on t"
—

cord.
In

Treatment.

—

Osier recommends saline infusions, but sta tes

of thethaliecnbofrthsymp oing
nervousytm.
SOLUTION TO COMMENTARY NO. 2.
Operation 31/3/1o. Laparatomy revealed a right hx 11',3ot o,
salpinx, apparently a ruptured tubal gestation. Rt. salpla'6,6
ophrectmywasfd.Noetuwasn,b"f
character of the mass, as well as a large corpus luteunt
pregnancy made the diagnosis complete.
ANSWERS TO CONTRIBUTORS.
Aldus.—So the painted lady has played an old trick on a Med.,
Anigay.—" The worm that turned" was drowned in rather good
" The Dream" held over for more suitable occasion.
Interview with Jock.—Aim higher. Interview Preston or
Letter from Kew.—Rather verbose. Held over.

011

Subjectnosial.Tryg •
beer
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MAYER, MELTZER& JACKSON
By Appointment to Melbourne.
Women's, Alfred, Children's, and
Principal Provincial Hospitals of
Victoria

233 LONSDALE STREET
(Opposite Melbourne Hospital Gates)
AND AT

London and Capetown

.

Surgical Instrument
7vV7qKBRS.

Medical Students' Requisites Supplied.
Dissecting Sets.

Our own Make, as supplied to
Students attending the University College Hospital,
London.
Biological Sets.
Osteological Sets.

" The Student's Set," Case
containing Vertebrae, Leg
and Foot, Arm and Hand,
and Skull.
Skulls, Articulated and
Disarticulated.

STETHOSCOPES, Binaural
and Ordinary, in Large Variety.
POCKET INSTRUMENTS,
in Case, Complete or Loose.
ASEPTIC SINGLE DISSECTING or DRESSING In
struments, Strong and Durable.
All Repairs Executed on
the Premises.

o kayer, Meltzer & Jackson,
1)1). Hospital Gates,

233 LONSDALE STREET.

F actory:—University Works, Des.n•st., Soho, London W.
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rBACTERIOLOGY & HISTOLOGY PREPARATIONS.
For Staining, Hardening and Mounting Microscopic Objects,
Reagents, Culture Media, &c., &c.

Large Stocks of Glassware, comprising, Test Tubes, Funnels'
Beakers, Flasks, Rod, Tubing, Petrie's Dishes, Thermometer s'
C.C. Measures, &c.

Students' No. 1 Bacteriological Set comprises all the necessa ry
ArticlesfohUnvyCure.10/6ach

FRANCIS&E°
PHARMACISTS,

111 Collins Street

298 Bourke Str.et
1•1111■111■1,

The Speculum
,.■■

••••••

IS THE JOURNAL OF THE
MELBOURNE MEDICAL STUDENTS.

It has a large and increasing circulation
throughout the Commonwealth.
Apply to Business Editor for Advertising Space.

MRS. GL1DISH,
University
Robe Maker,

Undergraduates

Can obtain their
. . .

ACADEMIC DRESS .
at the University Lodge, Grattan Street.

Gown, £ 1 I Os.

Trencher, I Os. 6c1'

BARRISTERS' & CLERGYMEN'S GOWNS a SpecialitY'
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Editorial Notices.
b S tudents and others are reminded that the Editor expects and will

glad to receive contributions to the coluMns of the SPECULUM, on
matter of interest to Medical Students. Original writing in prose or
Ede is particularly needed. All contributions should be placed in the
Box, at the Students' Room (M.H.) before the last fortnight
Of itor's
t
ertn .

T he SPECULUM Sub-Contntittee for two consists of the following
,,elribers Messrs. H. Leahy, P. Stevens, R. Crookston, E. Giblin,
\ • lienderson and R. Malcolm.
13 usincss Managers.—Messrs.

D. Browning and A. Wilson.

Our Advertisers.
sn T he advertisements in the

SPECULUM are one of our chief
of revenue. Students should therefore recognise the
eeast
'ct that those who advertise in our journal should have first
on us. This would also ultimately be to our advantage
'4 enhance the value of our advertising columns.

INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

CoVE R.—Melbourne Sports Depot, second page.

Rocke, Tompsitt and Co., third page.
W. Ramsay, fourth page.
Alice Mills Studio ...
G
i„eo• Robertson & Co.
-(1. B. Silberberg & Co.
.,•
i• Gaunt & Co. ...
Seabury & Johnson
C
I)/lampion's Hotel...
enyer Bros.
Allen & Hanbury's
!"arke, Davis & Co.
Bruck
z'eltnn, Grimwade & Co.
Austral Publishing Co.
Mayer, Meltzer & Jackson
F rancis & Co.
w'rs• Gladish
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You MAY AS
WELL HAVE
THE BEST!

The finest' non-free3ing
ORWEGIAN COD LIVER OIL with
....
11 YPOPHOSPHITES of LIME & SODA.
Li
N

highly nutritive food a nerve tonic
Agreeable to the taste a readity digested by
QejLcate chidren and invalids.
(

■

1(..!C/CKIL149111:NIITTE.4 CFse)

Telephone, 2518.
After Business Hours: 216 Hawthorn.

W. RAMSA
7"vEDICAL

AGENT

For Sale and Purchase of Medical Practice s.
Asitan&LocumTesSplid.

VICTORIA BUILDINGS,
80 SWANSTON STREET, MELBOURNE
Also at 14 CASTLEREAGH STREET. SYDNEY
King William St.. Adelaide.

Aberdeen St . Per th.

RAMSAY'S
Medical Circulating Library.
ryi tir
Annual Subscription from 2 Guineas.
NOTE.—Special arrangements are made with the
Hospitals and Societies in connection with them, and
Students are at liberty to arrange for a conjoint subscription, whereby each Subscriber may secure two or
more volumes at a time for his Annual Subscription ,

andmylsoretibkangdsre,o
exchange daily.

Large Stocks of the Latest Medical Books for Sales
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